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How should you handle a credit card short-
circuit? Here's the story: A customer and
a friend were in a physical altercation in a
public place. The victim's friend was
wrongfully arrested for assault (or some
other "crime" - long story short, it turns
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out he had been mistakenly identified by
police) and while not given a high bail, it
was very difficult to bail him out of jail.
The victim was (a) very angry and (b)
very short on cash. He agreed to let his
friend borrow $300 for bail. Here's the
problem: while he was in jail, the friend
stole his $300. The victim then went to
the bank and realized he was going to
spend a lot of time explaining how a thief
had used his card to steal money that was
on the card. The customer asked the bank
to reverse the transaction, which they did,
but obviously in the process, they also
canceled the $300 amount from the
account. So, how should this have been
handled? While I fully understand that
this transaction is, at best, reckless on the
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part of the bank, shouldn't the bank have
given the customer the ability to "short
circuit" the transaction? I.E. allow the
bank to cancel the transaction without the
customer having to prove that they were
the rightful owner of the money. A: The
quickest fix would probably be to report
the fraud to the credit card company and
let them handle it. As an account holder
you have the right to freeze your account
- if you do you should be able to stop the
payee from withdrawing money from it.
A: You're going to have to talk to a bank
about this. It's clearly a bug in the system
that's been introduced due to some clever
programming. A
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HotStar Preceding the launch of the
second season of the show, she was seen

departing in a black car leaving said car at
Brooke's house at night. In January 2018,
in a "GMA" special, Chiqui revealed that
she missed working with the cast, saying:
"I will always be thankful to those gens
and how they responded to me. Because
what they did, they did for the fans, for

me, for you, for everyone, for our nation,
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for the world." The show aired its final
episode on April 28, 2019. Personal life
Chiqui was born in Baguio City on April

3,, She attended and graduated from
Ateneo de Naga High School in 1998. She

is the only child of her parents and she
has been married to her husband Chris

since. On November 29, 2008, the couple
welcomed their daughter, Marquelis.

They are currently expecting their second
child. Since year she has been a student of
Ateneo de Naga University. In 2007, she

graduated with her Bachelor of Arts
degree in Broadcast Communication and
became a member of the Association of
Radio and Television Broadcasters of the

Philippines (ARTB). Filmography
Television Radio Music video See also
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